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ENJOY THIS ISSUE? 
Share this newsletter with anyone 
who you think may find it useful.  
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FACILITIES 

& SAFETY 

 

 

YMCA OF THE USA 
101 N. Wacker Dr., Chicago, IL 60606 

July, 2012 

HERE TO BETTER SERVE YOU 

PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 

AVAILABLE 

There is a very wide array of information and resources available for 

YMCA Associations regarding the design, development and management 
of facilities.  The first stop in delving into these resources is the Buildings 
& Property web pages of the Y Exchange website:   
 

www.yexchange.org 
 
But there may be times when a question comes up or a situation arises 

that cannot be easily answered online.  That's when the Property 
Development Specialists can help.  As a result, various consultation 
services are available:  
 

Consultation on development of architectural programming and services 
 

• Consultation on capital development costs, as well as 
operational budgeting requirements 

•  

• Evaluation of the most effective materials, methods, finishes and 
systems for all venues and spaces of  a YMCA facility 

•  

• Review of design drawings and specifications 
•  

• Maintenance and Building Operational assistance and 

information 
•  

We are here to assist you with your facilities – be it Operational, 
new construction, renovation, addition, remodeling, assessments of 
program and budgetary requirements. 

 

We are available to help make your facility project better! 
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Visit our web-site…3D IMAGES & VIDEOS  

ILLUSTRATE WHAT FACILITIES MAY LOOK LIKE & 

COST 
 

NEW! Property Development 3D Computer-Generated Images and Fly-Through Videos Now 

Available. 

New three-dimensional Computer Generated Images (CGI) and fly-through videos are now available 

online at the Buildings & Property WebPages of the YMCA Exchange website.  This series of images 
and videos illustrates a new YMCA facility and all of the major venues and spaces in and around the 
building.  Some people have trouble understanding two dimensional plans and diagrams, these 3D 
images and videos truly help illustrate the new facility.  

 
These images and videos can be used in capital campaign materials, with donors and volunteers, and 
generally to help demonstrate what a potential new YMCA facility may look like.  They can be used for 

capital projects for new construction, renovations, and additions. 
They are available on the Buildings & Property WebPages of the Y Exchange website, and 
specifically:  www.yexchange.org under the Operations tab in the Buildings and Property 
WebPages.  The web link is as follows:  http://property.ymca.net/pd/fdt_venu.aspx. You may have to 

enter ID – YMCA, Password 9622. 

 

VISIT THE PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT WEB SITE AT: 

https://yexchange.org/PropertyDevelopment/Pages/default.aspx 

In 2011, there were approximately 13,500 hits to the website. 

Join us for our 2012 webinar series on: 
August 14 – 2:00 PM Eastern Time 
Mold & Mildew Abatement 
 

November 13 – 2:00 PM Eastern Time 
Roof Maintenance  
 

E-LEARNING INCREASES 

STAFF EFFICIENCY AND 

PRODUCTIVITY  

2012 Property Development Webinar Series 
 
 

 
Y-USA Property Development continues to develop Property Management Webinars as e-learning 
solutions that integrate both internal and external resources of our organization. They allow for 
interactive educational experiences for our member associations. 
 

Webinars are a unique and convenient tool that provide supportive trainings for staff of all levels 
including: CEOs, COO, VP Facilities, Facility Directors, Property Managers as well as volunteers such as 
members of Facility Committees. The intent of the Webinars is to educate and enhance staff efficiency 

and productivity while reducing educational costs and commute time.  
 
Once again, Y-USA Property Development will be partnering with FacilityDude.com to host the series of 
2012 webinars. Certified by the YMCA, FacilityDude.com is working with YMCA organizations across the 

nation to provide on-demand property management software solutions for facility management and 
preventive maintenance that helps increase efficiency and improve overall operations. 

Reminders and registration information will come out prior to each webinar. Mark your calendars today. 
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What are your accident potentials? 

 

Or, better yet, what are your 

Accident Avoidance provisions? 

 

 

 

Can unprotected door gaps inflict 

serious injuries? 

 

Yes they can

300,000 fingers are seriously injured in door accidents every year.  National Safety Council 

26,000 fingers are amputated or broken in door accidents every year.  U.S. Consumer Products Safety 

Commission 

The pressure exerted at the hinge area of a closing door can reach as much as 40 tons per square inch.  

Culture of Safety 

Rockies infielder Jonathan Herrera was just goofing around with his kids this month – and managed to 

wipe out the rest of his season.  Got his hand caught in a door.  Broke one finger.  Damaged ligaments in 

another.  ESPN 

The mother of a Palo Alto boy whose fingertip was severed after being caught in a school restroom door 

says the doors present “a real safety issue for Palo Alto students.  It is my hope that mine is the last child 

to lose a finger in our town.”  Palo Alto Town Square Forum 

Almost 1.4 million children were treated in hospital ED’s in the United States from 1999 through 2008 for 

door related injuries, which averages approximately 1 injury every 4 minutes.  Research Institute at 

Nationwide Children’s Hospital 

Can door gap injuries be easily and economically avoided? 

DOOR HAZARD PROTECTION 

Safeguarding Your Staff and Members –  

Old, Young and In Between 
 
Printed with permission of Jack McRoskey, Carlsbad Safety Products 
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Yes they can. 

A number of our Y’s have recently installed commercially available 

finger pinch protection. Carlsbad Safety Products is one such 

company providing this type of device. PinchNot door safety shields 

and bumpers (www.pinchnot.com) provide complete protection from 

door injuries at a surprisingly low cost.  The degree of their 

satisfaction is best seen in the comments of YMCA users: 

 

“The Mottino Family YMCA in Oceanside, California has about 10 

doors equipped with the Pinch-Not door safety shields.  They have 

been simply fantastic.  They look great, they require no 

maintenance, and they provide wonderful protection for little fingers.  

We are very happy to have this excellent protection.  I can truly 

recommend this product to any YMCA or other facility catering to 

children” 

Gary Wegener 

Mottino Family YMCA (Oceanside) 

 

“As the facilities manager for several YMCA facilities, I strongly 

recommend the Pinch-Not Door Safety Shields.  These products are 

easy to install (no tools required), they are attractive, and they work 

really well.  And, they are reasonably priced.   So, for the peace of 

mind of protecting YMCA kids, buying these shields is really a no-

brainer!” 

Jason G. Premo 

Maintenance Director 

Mission Valley YMCA 

 

To safeguard YMCA members – old, young, and in-between, it would 

be prudent and cost effective for all YMCA facilities managers to 

seriously consider equipping their facilities’ doors with readily 

available and inexpensive protective shields.  

For additional Information, contact  

Carlsbad Safety Products   855/545-3746 (toll free) 
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BE A PART OF OUR COMMUNITY 
NEW! – Online Property Management Community – Virtual solution to a Property Management 

Network 

 

If you are in an area of the country where attending Property Management Network meetings is 
difficult due to distance, be a part of this Online Community. By participating in the quarterly 
webinars, and taking advantage of this Online Community, we offer an opportunity to network 
virtually. What is an Online Community? Online communities provide a digital neighborhood where 

those seeking to exchange knowledge and experiences around a shared discipline such as Property 
Management can gather. It provides a way of bridging the barriers of time and distance in solving 
problems and gathering information. Online communities have fewer hierarchal constraints due to 

their ability to cross organizational boundaries and roles. 
 
To reiterate, the purpose of the Property Management Online Community is to be a solution to further 
knitting those interested in YMCA Property Management closer together. As you may know, we 

currently have Property Management networks throughout the country. Some are operating at a very 
high level, meeting quite frequently. However, there are many areas of the country that it is quite 
difficult, due to distance, to physically meet. We see this community as a solution to that challenge.  

 
We look forward to the interaction with our peers to maintain our YMCA physical assets at the highest 
level possible. This community will help us in problem solving, informing Associations of the Best 
Practices in Property Management as well as educating the movement. We look forward to your 

interaction.  
 
Access to the community can be made by engaging the following link:  
 

https://communities.ymca.net/property/default.aspx 
 
Areas of interest on the site include:  

 

• Discussion Board 
• News and Announcements 
• Calendars and Events 

 
In the future, documents will be available. Please join us and your colleagues by visiting the Online 
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 NEW TECHNOLOGY TO ELIMINATE CHLORAMINES FROM 

YOUR INDOOR POOL 
 

As you know, if you have an indoor pool, you have chloramines. Chloramines wreak havoc on 
mechanical equipment as well as structure and can cause tremendous swimmer discomfort especially 
during heavy swimmer loads such as Swim Team and Master swimming programs. Practices such as 

super chlorination have been in use for decades to try and reach “breakpoint chlorination” in order to 
“burn off” the chloramines but it is difficult and often ineffective contributing to Total Dissolved Solids. 
New technologies, such as ultra-violet light, have been effective in controlling chloramine. Well, there 

is another new technology that appears to be more than promising. This is the Paddock Evacuator. 
Several YMCAs across the country have installed the Evacuator either in their built in to the gutter 
system as a retrofit or on the pool deck which looks similar to a bench. Since chloramines are heavier 
than air, the Evacuator captures them at the pool surface and deck level and removes them from the 

natatorium thereby making the aquatic environment pleasant to swim in. Some Ys that have utilized 
this technology include Rock Hill YMCA in South Carolina, Countryside YMCA in Ohio and Hunterdon 
County YMCA in New Jersey. There will be more to follow. If you are interested, contact Al Tursi and 
he can provide additional information and strategies for controlling chloramines in your indoor pool.  

 

NEW OSHA REGULATION RELATED TO SARA II 
 

SARA Title II compels facilities with hazardous chemicals on premise, above certain thresholds, to 
submit Emergency and Hazardous Chemical Inventory Forms, or Tier II Reports, on an annual basis to 
the state as well as local agencies tasked with emergency planning and response. This is a change in 

practice as formally, a list needed to be compiled and maintained at the facility on an annual basis. 
 

From an excerpt by Gary M. Hoffson, Risk Manager, YMCA of Greater St. Louis…We received a letter 

from the Missouri Emergency Response Commission (MERC) in Jefferson City.  Not knowing anything 
about this I had to call the office and ask what this was about.  Basically stated, any product for which 
an MSDS is required, and is listed as an "extremely hazardous chemical" or "hazardous chemical", and 

exceeds specific quantity thresholds (weight in pounds) must be reported.  For Missouri we must file 
reports with the State Emergency Response Commission, the Local Emergency Planning Commission, 
and the fire department that has jurisdiction over the facility that stores the chemical.  I was told by 
the MERC office that all this is driven by the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know 

Act (EPCRA), Title III of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986, and for 
instructions on reporting requirements in your state you can go to the EPA's web site at  
 

http://www.epa.gov/oem/content/epcra/statetier2.htm.    
 

There is also a searchable database called the "list of lists" where you can find reportable quantities 
on chemicals you have on hand.  
 

YMCA's with pools will probably have to report.  The main product we use/store is sodium 
hypochlorite.  The reporting quantity for this product as I understand it is 100 pounds.  Since a gallon 
of sodium hypochlorite weighs about 9 pounds you only have to store about 11 or 12 gallons to equal 
100 pounds.  Most of our branches store 100 gallons or more so it will be part of our reporting.  Most 

everything else we use has a reporting quantity of 10,000 pounds (gasoline, propane, hydrochloric 
acid (acid is 5,000 pounds) and we just don't store enough to require reporting.  
 

The reporting is pretty detailed in that you have to list lots of information about the property, location 
of product, how its stored, etc. but looks to be pretty straight forward, it will just take some time 
complete.  They even ask for the latitude and longitude of the facility.  
 

Each state may have different requirement. We suggest you contact your state Emergency Response 
Commission to determine your reporting requirements.  

 
Thanks Gary for your alert and research on this regulation. 
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Service Contract Value Management 
 

Martin C. P. McElroy, Principal, MartinCompany Management Consultants, Inc. 
 
Not Annuities – Opportunities!   Not Just Tasks – Results! 

 
Managing Service Contracts to Increase Operational Readiness, Asset Life, Sustainability 

and Savings 

 
All facility managers rely on a variety of outside service contracts:  
 
Supply: material, filters, chemicals, paper products, tools and equipment 

Specialty Services:  pest control, emergency restoration, carpet/furniture cleaning 
Professional Services: engineering, systems testing and certification 
Systems Service & Repair: elevators, compressors, boilers, air handlers, electrical equipment 

Operations & Maintenance: janitorial, landscaping, snow removal, food service 
 

The full list is exhaustive and varies by region, by facility types and program requirements and 

stakeholder preferences.   Regardless, all service contracts have common elements: 
 

Scope – Service contracts typically begin with a request for proposal (RFP) or quote (RFQ) that details 

the work to be performed, standards and frequencies, and perhaps even a threshold of resources and 
qualifications.  RFP’s, proposals, quotes and contracts forms and guidelines tend to follow conventional 
practices and industry norms.   
 

Invariably, contractors plead “let us show you what we can do!”.   Well, why not?  After all they’re the 
experts.   What if their proposal and quote was based on optimizing the performance of YMCA 

facilities, ensuring operational reliability, maximizing asset life and reducing operating expense?   What 
if the word requirement is stated in terms of results, not routine “service”.   Remember the old 
Burlington Industries slogan – “We don’t make (products), we make them better!”?    
 

Service Contract Value Management (SCVM) invites contractors to propose multi-year agreements, 
with a plan of work, processes, systems and disciplines to make our facilities better.  YMCA provides 
the opportunity, the service contractor delivers accountability. 
 

Partnership – Our research with institutions, manufacturers and commercial owners on best practices 

that capture value from service contractors, we found a missing link.  The gap is not the result of 
contractor’s ability, capacity or willingness.   Owners simply never asked them to raise the bar, never 
invited them to boost their performance and account for continuous improvement month by month, 
quarter by quarter over the life of the program.  Owners failed to provide the incentive, information, 

reporting framework and collaboration that could incubate and breed a continuous flow of reliability 
gains.  The owner must set the terms of the deal: work together to do better and better, do more and 
more, for less and less.   These are price cuts – these are process improvements to cut out waste and 
costs. 
 

Commitment – SCVM does not pump up aspirations – it drives obligations, engaging service 

contractors in every arena to focus their expertise, increase their knowledge of the facility, its 

conditions of use and the expectations of stakeholders to forge plans to improve their methods, 

management, systems and outcomes.   They make plans and report on progress on steady 

improvements: 

o Ensure chemical injections for water treatment from boilers and cooling towers to pools and 
domestic water is precise, that tests and technologies are compliant – assure comfort, reduce 
repairs and extend asset life.  
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o Standardized work methods from janitorial assignments, chemicals and tools improve cleanliness 

by allocating effort from day-to-day over-cleaning to catch neglected surfaces and reduce special 
project cleaning expense.  Purchasing, logistics and waste of chemicals and materials (examples: 
$1,800/year in mop heads; $3,612/year in walk off mats) 
 

o Waste stream management beyond basic recycling plastics.  Putting teeth in reduce-reuse-
recycling controls waste before it enters the facility (inefficient packaging), while it’s in the facility 
(control of consumption of paper, chemicals, towels and uniforms), and disposal (trash, 

recyclables, hazmat, resalable products) to reduce disposal costs by 40% or more. 
 

SCVM is not based on the bid; savings are captured over the life of the contract.  The bid price is the 

baseline – the only escalator is for savings. 

Collaboration – SCVM is a team effort.   

1. Faciities, Finance and Purchasing develop the objectives, basic requirements and standards for 
the work based on the potential for process, performance and cost improvement. 
 

2. Purchasing issues the RFP and coordinates the pre-proposal meeting covering the SCVM concept 
with invited proposers. 

 

3. The service contractors document and price their approach, resources and plan of work in 
technical proposals. 

 

4. Purchasing and facilities analyze and rank the proposals and, if necessary, conduct contractor 

interviews and define the final scope of work in the contracxt 

 

5. Faciity Department collaborates with the service contractor to execute the management plan as 
integrated into the contract.   

 

Service Contract Value Management is lean.  It attacks convention and disturbs comfort zones.  In the 

systems age, old norms cannot serve new technologies.   SCVM requires service contractors to be at the 

top of their game and bring their best to the YMCA. 

 

Printed with permission  

Martin Company performs Facility Assessments and Operational 

Studies of commercial and educational facilities.  

 

 

 

Genesis of the words “Dirt Poor” and “Threshold”… 

When houses had thatched roofs, the floor was dirt. Only the wealthy had something other than 

dirt. Hence the saying, "Dirt poor." The wealthy had slate floors that would get slippery in the winter 

when wet, so they spread thresh (straw) on the floor to help keep their footing.. 

As the winter wore on, they added more thresh until, when you opened the door, it would all start 

slipping outside. A piece of wood was placed in the entrance-way. Hence: a thresh hold. 

MartinCompany Management Consultants, Inc. 
810 515 4054 

www.martincompanyinc.com 
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SOLAR THERMAL OPTION USED TO REDUCE YOUR 

UTILITY COSTS 

Printed with permission of Stephen Elkin 

In these tough times were revenues are falling and operating costs are climbing, it is a daunting challenge to 

maintain the same quality of services, and a leadership position in the community. In addition with the mantras 

like “Go Green”, “Global Warming”, and “Save the planet” there is now a sense of urgency in all government 

agencies and with all community leaders to do the right thing for both the balance sheet, and to show their 

social responsibility by responding to this call to arms. The issue of Energy usage has the focus on how to lower 

or at least stabilize energy costs has become the challenge of the world. 

One option that is usually over looked is solar thermal. This technology is a real work horse and can take a 

huge bite out of the energy costs to operate the facility. It can be used to heat domestic hot water, to heat the 

building, and even air condition the building. In total this can be as much as 40 to 60% of the facility’s Utility 

costs which can be eliminated. It is a scalable technology so it can be easily upgraded and can be installed in 

increments to work within budgets. It is a well-developed technology that has been around for decades with a 

proven track record of reliability. If these systems are properly designed they are basically maintenance free. 

Solar thermal is often referred to as “The low hanging fruit “of solar technology as the installed cost of the 

energy produced is less than half the cost of the other technologies, the flip side of this is it also takes up half 

the roof space or real estate. 

A solar thermal system consists of the collectors which are mounted on the roof, wall or ground. You will need 

the piping to circulate the heated antifreeze solution. Also a large storage tank is required in most application to 

store the collected heat for when the sun isn’t shining. Finally, an electronic controller to automatically run the 

system is necessary. The only moving part is a circulating pump similar to those on your existing boilers which 

last for years and years and is a very simple and inexpensive change out if needed. The only maintenance is 

that the antifreeze solution needs to be check every few years to insure freeze protection.  

Most companies will offer a free initial consultation and evaluation to see if your facility is a good candidate for 

solar thermal application before getting into engineering. If you are seriously looking to curb your energy cost 

take a look at the solar thermal option.  

The last point is that distributed energy (point of use production) is becoming more and more essential 

especially in facility’s that are emergence shelters. I was in Dresden Germany a few years ago and visited a 

retirement home there which had solar photovoltaic and thermal on its roof and when the Elba river flooded a 

few years prior and knocked out the power this facility was the only one that was still operational.  Distributed 

energy should be a goal for shelter so that they can truly be there when  a disaster hits, and so the 

community’s families have some place safe to turn to.  

Steve is the Founder and CEO of SolarUS Inc. based in Connecticut. SolarUS is a leading 

manufacturer and distributor of solar heating and cooling products in the USA. SolarUS 

products are scalable, and their applications range from a simple residential domestic hot 

water system, to large scale commercial Heating, and Air conditioning, and manufacturing 

processing. 

 

For questions, Steve can be reached at the following: 

steveelkin@solarusmfg.com 

203-589-4556 
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SERVING THE Y COMMUNITY WITH                                     

SAFE, EFFICIENT BUILDINGS 
 

 
 

Y Maintenance Management Solutions 
 

When your building has an issue that requires immediate action, it is vital that you resolve it quickly and 
professionally.  Providing a platform that automatically reports and tracks the issue is an excellent way 
to streamline internal processes and minimize maintenance costs.  Also, having a solid planned 

maintenance program will proactively ensure that facility assets are properly taken care of, which 
translates into an extended life cycle and lower long term cost and liability.  
 

Most facility managers understand and value the concept of an automated maintenance workflow but 
are impeded by current market conditions.  In the past, to properly implement such a system would 
require significant investment in servers, software, and a robust IT department. 
 

FacilityDude to the rescue!  With FacilityDude’s Internet Maintenance Management System, facility 
managers are now able to implement a dynamic web-based maintenance program that fits any 

budget.  With the MaintenanceEdge toolset, clients of all sizes are able to move to the next generation 
maintenance management system.  It is simple to implement, requires no special hardware or software, 
and reduces IT expenditures.  
  

Benefits of MaintenanceEdge include: 
• Centralized request submission/routing by branch(s) 

• Enhanced workflow management 
• Simply, yet dynamic reporting 
• Reduced operating expenses and liability/risk exposure 
• Scalable for any Association size 

 

Contact FacilityDude today to learn more about funding that is now available to cover your 

first year subscription and start-up costs. Don’t miss this opportunity to save your 

association money and streamline your maintenance operations! 
 

For more information contact:  
Bob Bogardus 
877-868-8020 
bob@facilitydude.com 
 

 

April 20 - 24, 2013 
 

FacilityDude Property 
Development Conference 

THANK YOU 2012 FacilityDude University Vendors for your continued support 
 

Dectron 

Hillyard Corporation 

Cintas 

MartinCompany 

Redwoods 
If you would like to access presentations that were conducted at 2012 FacilityDude 

University, follow this link: 

dude.force.com/fdu12entireschedule -10- 
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Property Management Staffing 

How Many Staff Are Required to Clean and Maintain Your YMCA Facility? 
 
Some of the questions most frequently asked regarding YMCA Property Management are about the 

amount of staff required to properly clean and maintain the facility.  These questions are about the 

number of hours needed per week to keep the facility in a clean and well maintained condition and on 

what specific skills are needed by a Property Manager, Maintenance Technician or Custodian to meet the 

demands of the maintenance, repair and cleanliness of the facility. 

MAINTENANCE STAFFING NEEDS 

The challenge with establishing guidelines on the staffing requirements for property management has to 

do with the wide variety of facility conditions and use patterns that exist.  Facilities and equipment will 

require more maintenance as they age therefore older facilities generally require more staff time each 

week to meet these increasing demands.  New facilities often require significant start up time to fine tune 

facility details and equipment adjustments, to establish important building records and files such as “As 

Built” drawings, (these are drawings that have recorded how that building was actually built), 

specifications & equipment manuals and to set up programs for issues such as preventive maintenance 

and purchasing of supplies and services. 

Other factors that are difficult to incorporate into these guidelines and recommendations involve the 

differences in patterns of use and numbers of members and program participants.  Two YMCAs that are 

similar in size and design may have different needs for maintenance staffing when there are significant 

differences in the amount of members and program participants served by each facility.  Greater amounts 

of facility use will generate the need for greater amounts of maintenance staff time. 

The recommended staffing for the maintenance of a YMCA facility is expressed as a ratio.  An effective 

property management effort will require one full time maintenance staff or part time equivalent of 40 

hours per week per 40,000 – 45,000 square feet of facility space.  This number should then be adjusted 

based on the specific conditions and situations of each facility.  Older or highly used facilities may require 

more staff time.  Maintenance services that are outsourced and performed by non-YMCA employees such 

as service contractors need to be considered as part of the required maintenance time.  Other 

considerations include maintenance staff that serve in a dual role and also perform or manage custodial 

services.  Staff time dedicated to other services such as cleaning need to be subtracted from the amount 

of maintenance staff time. 

Property Manager is the title of the staff member responsible for the maintenance and cleaning of the 

facility, this person is critical to the safe and successful operation of YMCA.  

It is recommended that a dedicated, trained and certified Property Manager should be appointed to 

manage the maintenance and custodial services of each full facility YMCA.  This will help to insure that the 

facility will have the adequate staff resources that it requires.  For more information on training and 

certifications see the Training and Development section listed below.   
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It is also recommended that at a portion of maintenance staff time should be dedicated to preventive 

maintenance activities.  An effective Preventive Maintenance Program will require that 10% to 20% of the 

total maintenance staff time will be dedicated to preventive maintenance activities to address the 

predictive periodic maintenance required by the facility and the equipment. 

CUSTODIAL STAFFING NEEDS 

Like maintenance staffing, similar problems are encountered when trying to establish guidelines for the 

amount of custodial staff required in a YMCA facility.  Older facilities are usually more difficult to clean and 

may require more staff time.  Likewise, facilities that are heavily used may require some creative staff 

scheduling and additional staff time.  The mechanization of custodial services may reduce required labor 

and is recommended.  Equipment such as automatic scrubbers, touch free cleaning systems, back pack 

vacuum cleaners and others can greatly increase the efficiency and productivity of the custodial staff and 

thus reduce the demand for staff time. 

The recommended staffing for the cleaning of a YMCA facility is also expressed as a ratio.  An effective 

cleaning management effort will require one full time staff or part time equivalent of 40 hours per week 

per 12,500 - 15,000 square feet of facility space.  This number should then be adjusted based on the 

specific conditions and situations of each facility.  Older or highly used facilities may require more staff 

time.  Custodial services that are outsourced and performed by non-YMCA employees such as service 

contractors need to be considered as part of the required cleaning time.  Other considerations include 

custodial staff that serve in a dual role and also perform maintenance services.  Staff time dedicated to 

other services such as maintenance and repair need to be subtracted from the amount of dedicated staff 

time.  

Other factors affect the performance of custodial services.  Key components essential to the efficiency and 

effectiveness of a cleaning management program include cleanliness standards and specifications, 

effective scheduling, on-going staff training, adequate resources and others.  Team work and the 

cooperation of all staff are also important to the success of custodial efforts.   

Facility cleanliness and equipment that is kept in good working condition have been very important factors 

in member satisfaction and retention for a long time.  Adherence to these recommended standards for 

maintenance and custodial staffing will go a long way to providing a clean and well maintained facility and 

satisfied members. 

TRAINING & STAFF DEVELOPMENT  

 
Staff performance is directly related to the amount of training that they have received and abilities and 
skills that have been developed.  Staff training is a great investment. 
 
Training is an investment that pays high dividends.  It is recommended that all staff assigned to facility 
maintenance and custodial services receive proper training in order to perform their duties safely and 
effectively.   
 
CONTACT YMCA PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT  

 
Staff training and certifications are some of many services that are offered to YMCAs by the YMCA 
Property Development Department and YMCA Leadership Development and Training Department.  For 
further assistance, please contact the YMCA Property Development. 
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